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Dear Evaluator,

I have to admit, I am quite the writer when I put some effort into my work. And to
be honest, even when I don't try I write pretty well. But I don't get that many
assignments in my 11R English class compared to other classes, so I haven't faced as
many challenges as others have throughout the year, But although my class lacked pieces
of work others had focused on, my growth and strengths as a writer are still evidenf. New
to junior year, I thought essay writing was always the same format: introductio n;2 or 3
body paragraphs, each with a distinct topic; followed by a conclusion. But as the year
comes to an end, I've learned various ways to express my ideas. We practiced our new
styles of writing and techniques while studying identity, choices, and teen life. We also
focused on using beliefs and experiences to effectively persuade the reader of a point. Of
course, the use of rhetoric as well as other literary devices increased importance in
effective writing.

A main focus throughout this year's course was teenage identity and choices, All
teens have their own values in life, but most choose themselves over others. Some of this
year's works have proved them to be selfish. We have covered pieces that have
stereotyped teenagers as narcissistic and criticized their decision making skills, Reading'Vanity on the Rise' helped our study of adolescent behaviors in present day. It was
evident that teens make many choices according to what makes them look good. Just to
use a familiar example, we all have witnessed or even experienced joining clubs or doing
community service to give off a good impression on colleges. Even just in front of friends
people may act differently to be accepted. The way other's view one is very important.

J.D. Salinger's The Catcher In The R)re was also a very strong example of teenage
identity. Featuring troubled and lost Holden Caulfreld, this novel included a clichd plot,
much like all of the other stories about anguished adolescents. Holden was guilty oihit
poor choices caused by his immaturity and lack of knowledge. Although he didn,t strive
to fit in with the "phonies," he went out of his way to act in ways contrary to the others of
his age.

I was then able to prove that one's beliefs affect the choices they make. When
asked to write a paper on a belief we had, I knew exactly where to go with the
assignment. Many adolescents are also very irresponsible for their actions, pointing the
finger while the blame lies on their own shoulders. I strongly believe that ail the
responsibility of one's actions fall directly on himself, and I knew I could use past
experiences to get my point across. Everyone has been caught up in a situation in which
they have put the blame on another in attempt to protect their reputation. Incorporating
my own experiences into that assignment was a clear use of ethos, instilling trust within
my readers since I am a trustworthy writer, using wise experiences to illuminate my
ideas.
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that can always be improved. I will learn even more ways to get my point across and the
next step is to continue to apply this supplementary knowledge. I am drawn to position
papers, working hard on disproving others' motives. I know that all I have learned about
writing this past year will be utilized this upcoming semester and years to come. As I
look into the future, I can only see my writing advancing, And for that, I thank my past
and future English teachers.

Kind Regards,




